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Abstract
Currently, there are two related but distinct approaches to the classification of minerals. The 

traditional time-independent classification uses rules specified by the IMA-CNMNC that can care-
fully split mineral species but may elide valuable information about their formation. In contrast, an 
emerging time-dependent classification appears to be able to add to our knowledge about planetary 
evolution yet may lump minerals into broadly defined kinds even if important distinctions should be 
made. An examination of the tetrahedrite group provides valuable insights on both approaches. As 
newly redefined by Biagioni et al. (2020), the generalized tetrahedrite formula [A6(B4C2)D4Y12Z1] has 
six sites that can accommodate substitutions, and a systematic splitting of all possibilities could lead 
to more than 200 unique species. In contrast, applying guidelines for lumping, largely as suggested 
by Hazen et al. (2022), could lead to a single kind. Deciding how much to lump and how far to split 
may ultimately depend on the intentions of the observer.
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Introduction
The name tetrahedrite is well known in mineralogy, it be-

ing the most common sulfosalt mineral. But an abundance of 
additional names have been used and/or proposed as a result 
of its complicated chemistry and history as a source of copper 
and silver. From the argentum rude album of Agricola (1546) 
through the gray ores (fahlerz and cuivre gris) of the 18th century, 
numerous variants in the 19th century (Palache et al. 1944), to 
modern work, perhaps never in the field of mineralogy has a 
single mineral been split so often by so many. But despite the 
complexity of its nomenclature, the structure of tetrahedrite is 
straightforward. It can be considered as a sulfide analog to the 
framework aluminosilicate sodalite (Barth 1932), with transition 
metal-sulfur tetrahedra in place of the (Al,Si)O4 tetrahedra. The 
“cage” generated by this framework is generally collapsed down 
onto a transition metal-sulfur octahedron (rather than hosting a 
large anion or polyanion), and alternating rings of the framework 
are spanned by four semimetal-sulfur trigonal pyramids (Biagioni 
et al. 2020).

Two factors have complicated mineralogical and material 
science research on tetrahedrite. First, the variety of possible 
chemical substitutions emphasized the inadequacy of the histori-
cal nomenclature and made a redefinition sorely needed. Formal 
work on this was initiated by the IMA-COM (Moëlo et al. 2008) 
and culminated with the application of current IMA-CNMNC 
guidelines to the tetrahedrite group (Biagioni et al. 2020). The 
second factor lies in the promise tetrahedrite has shown as a 
thermoelectric material. As a semiconductor, tetrahedrite has a 
relatively high electrical conductivity, but vibrations of metal 
atoms within the cage and the lone electron pairs of the semi-
metals result in poor thermal conductivity. This produces the 

“phonon glass, electron crystal” (PGEC) phenomenon (Beekman 
et al. 2015) that generates electricity. Over the last two decades, 
this research has curiously left many of the known tetrahedrite 
compositions poorly investigated. The focus has largely been 
on the Sb-dominant compositions (tetrahedrites sensu stricto) 
synthesized with substitutions for the framework cations, includ-
ing some unlikely to occur naturally, such as Al (Tippireddy et 
al. 2020), or Mg (Levinsky et al. 2018). Part of this focus is due 
to the lower toxicity of Sb-bearing phases compared with other 
thermoelectric materials like Bi2Te3 or PbTe (Suekuni et al. 2013; 
Makin et al. 2022). But it is also likely due in part to unfamiliar-
ity with the nomenclature, owing (for non-mineralogists) to the 
bewildering assortment of names.

The recent re-examination of the structure and chemistry of 
tetrahedrite (sensu lato) by Biagioni et al. (2020) resulted in a 
formal redefinition and several named series and species, and 
their Table 2 included all extant and several probable, but not 
yet formally recognized, species. With its complicated chemistry 
and tangled history of names, such a review and redefinition 
was long overdue, and Biagioni et al. (2020) accomplished this 
in a manner both thorough and thoughtful. It should come as no 
surprise, however, that even such a detailed review might leave 
some aspects of the mineral group unaddressed or incompletely 
considered:

 ● The nature of the classification requires very careful 
chemical analyses and, in some cases, structural analyses 
to determine Z-site occupancies, which precludes any use 
in the field or routine petrographic study. This contrasts 
with the approach taken for the eudialyte group wherein 
the contents of the X-sites are ignored in assigning an 
appropriate mineral name owing to difficulties in deter-
mining Cl, F, OH, O, CO3, H2O, and vacancies during 
routine analyses. (Johnsen et al. 2003).
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